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A B S T R A C T

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) or Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) is the most studied laser-based additive
manufacturing process for metals and alloys. One important issue in SLM is the time-consuming identification of
a process window leading to quasi fully dense parts (> 99.8%), usually based on trials and errors. As some metal
powders may be very expensive, and therefore not suitable for a whole battery of tests, a method to infer optimal
parameters from one material to another would be highly beneficial. In this study, we use bronze as a test
material for optimizing SLM parameters, before translating these parameters to red gold and 316 L steel. The
concept of normalized enthalpy is used to take into account the differences in thermal and optical properties
among the different materials. A translation rule is derived for the prediction of optimal processing conditions,
based on the ones found for the test material. One important input for this translation rule is the powder ab-
sorptivity, which is measured at the appropriate laser wavelength and at room temperature. This approach
eventually leads to the highest reported density for an additive manufactured 18-carat gold alloy (99.81% re-
lative density), to the authors' knowledge. Finite element (FEM) simulations justify the translation rule for-
mulation by showing the importance of the laser/powder interactions during the SLM process, leading to a finite
penetration depth of the laser in the powder bed due to multiple reflections. The FEM calculations indicate that a
significant part of the laser energy is directly absorbed by the powder during the manufacturing process when
operating in near-optimal conditions.

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) enables the production of intricate
internal and external geometries unattainable by conventional manu-
facturing methods. These can be achieved with short production times
and minimal custom tooling [1]. Among different AM techniques, the
SLM (also called Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF)) process has received
the most focus. Producing AM parts using the SLM technique requires a
significant number of trials and errors cycles to optimize the process
parameters, in relation with the metallic powder and its physical and
chemical properties [2–4]. The process optimization is not only time
consuming, but it also needs to be repeated when moving from one
machine to another. The primary objective is usually to produce parts
without defects such as porosity and cracks [5,6]. This objective be-
comes a real challenge when dealing with materials like gold, due to
their high reflectivity at the standard laser wavelength (infrared).
Moreover, in commercial SLM machines, a non-negligible amount of
powder is needed to fill the powder supply, which makes the situation

difficult for expensive alloys. This does not prevent SLM to find an in-
creasing interest in the jewelry and watch industries [7–13]. One way
to deal with the time consuming and/or expensive trial and error pro-
cedure is to mathematically define translation rules which can predict
optimum processing conditions for one material based on those found
for another material.

Different strategies have been considered to define or predict opti-
mized SLM parameters. They often determine one or several variables
which are allowed to vary within a specific range of values. Some
studies have shown a relation between the Volume Energy Density
(VED), and the final part porosity content, and the strategy then con-
sists in keeping about the same VED from one material to another [14].
The volume energy density is given by:

=VED α . P
V.h.L (1)

Where α is the material absorptivity, P the laser power (W), V the laser
speed (m/s), h the hatching distance (m), and L the layer thickness (m).
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However, the VED does not consider all essential quantities, and it is
well known that different sets of parameters in Equation (1) may lead to
the same VED but different melt pool depths [14], which in turn lead to
different part qualities. In other words, there are not enough material
related parameters in the VED equation, such that this quantity could
be used for translation rules [15].

An alternative to the VED criterion is the construction of process
maps based on material and laser process parameters. There are several
studies describing the correlations of the melt pool geometry with laser
parameters and material properties [16–22]. Ion et al. [23] have ap-
plied analytical heat flow parameters in order to develop laser pro-
cessing diagrams through dimensionless numbers which predict the
heating, melting, and evaporation zones for different types of laser and
material. The reported tables and diagrams are useful to quantify re-
gimes in different laser processes such as welding, heating, cutting, and
cladding. The keyhole formation threshold has been used in several
studies as a fundamental model to find the optimum conditions
[24–30]. Hann et al. [27] plotted dimensionless graphs to find the
transition zone between the conduction mode and the keyhole mode,
considering an energy balance between the input and the dissipated
energy - which introduced the so-called normalized enthalpy - and
comparing it to a normalized melt pool depth. Equations (2) and (3)
express the normalized enthalpy ΔH̄, and the normalized melt pool
depth d:

= =
+

ΔH̄ ΔH
Δh

αP
ρ( CΔT L ) πω VDm

3 (2)

=d d
ω (3)

Where α is the absorptivity of the bulk material, P is the laser power
(W), ρ the density ( )kg

m3 , C the specific heat ( )J
kg. K , ΔT the difference

between the melting and initial temperature (K), Lm the latent heat of
melting ( )kJ

kg , ω the laser spot radius (m), V the laser speed ( )m
s , D the

thermal diffusivity ( )m
s

2
, and d the melt pool depth (m). A master curve

valid for different materials has been found by plotting the normalized
melt pool depth as a function of the normalized enthalpy d (ΔH̄). Going
to high values of the normalized enthalpy results in keyhole formation,
and increases the slope of the d (ΔH̄) function [27]. In welding pro-
cesses, an appropriate process parameters optimization is required to
set a balance between different forces inside the melt pool such as to
have a stable keyhole [31]. However, high energy densities lead to high
evaporation on the melt surface. As a result, a complex liquid flow
develops in which instability and collision of the keyhole walls may
result in keyhole porosities [32]. Therefore, even though the keyhole
mode is frequently helpful for welding to deliver deep penetration and
thin bead welds, it is not recommended in AM because of the risk for
porosity formation. The conduction mode [33,34] is preferred instead,
i.e. the one at lower normalized enthalpy values, where keyholes do not
form yet. On the other hand, insufficient heat input during laser pro-
cessing leads to incomplete melting of the powders and the so-called
lack of fusion porosities, which must clearly be avoided. Optimal con-
ditions therefore lie in a transition zone between keyhole and conduc-
tion modes: this is where the formation of porosities is expected to be
the lowest. Experimental welding data for different materials are in a
good agreement with this model, and they all align well with the master
curve when varying the process parameters [27].

The above model has been used for additive manufacturing in dif-
ferent studies. King et al. [30] combined the laser process parameters
into a graph, based on normalized enthalpy and normalized melt pool
depth. The results suggest that the model is useful to identify close to
optimum process windows; however, a much higher normalized en-
thalpy was obtained at the transition zone between conduction and
keyhole modes, compared to welding. Scipioni Bertoli et al. [14] did
not observe a sharp transition between conduction and keyhole modes,

and their normalized enthalpy at the transition point was also different
from the study by King et al. [30]. Alternate versions of the normalized
enthalpy expression have been proposed, e.g. by adding dimensionless
parameters to characterize the melt pool [35,36] or heat conduction
[37] during the SLM process. M. Thomas et al. [38] extended the ap-
proach devised by Ion et al. [23] to plot dimensionless graphs based on
additive manufacturing process parameters and their model provides
useful information for predicting the final microstructure of AM parts;
however, it does not provide information concerning the transition
zone between different melt pool modes (conduction, keyhole). L.
Johnson et al. [39] used characteristic length scales of the melt pool as
a printability metric for the SLM process. In their numerical calculation
they consider phase transformation between solid, liquid and vapor,
neglecting the powder properties, and define artificially high absorp-
tivity and conductivity for the vapor phase. The reported maps provide
useful information for different melt pool modes based on laser power
and scanning speed; however like in [38], the model fails to clearly
capture a transition zone between melt pool modes for different ma-
terials.

SLM shares some characteristics with laser welding. However, in the
SLM process, the laser interacts with powders which have completely
different responses from bulk solid materials in welding. Laser/powder
interaction is also a function of the powder size distribution and layer
thickness. In processes such as laser cutting, drilling, and welding, when
a high power laser irradiates the surface of the material, a part of the
beam energy is transferred to the piece by heat conduction. The surface
can also melt and even vaporize [40]. When dealing with powders,
multiple scattering, and powder geometry effects play a major role in
determining the effective optical properties [41]. These aspects have
been studied both empirically and by numerical simulation. To simplify
the model of light absorption in the powder, in earlier studies, the
powder is assumed to be a homogeneous continuum body [42,43]. In
their theoretical study, Boley et al. [41] considered the powder bed as
randomly distributed particles. Using the ray-tracing method, these
authors found that the powder absorption was much larger than the
value measured on a flat metal surface, due to multiple light scattering.
A real powder bed is made of particles of variable sizes and which are
not densely packed, which also influences the absorption [44,45]. The
numerical computation reveals that a flat metallic surface or an isolated
sphere has a reduced absorptivity compared to powder particles. Mul-
tiple reflections inside the powder bed give an effective absorption
coefficient which can also be higher than that of the liquid surface [43].
Trapp et al. [46] measured the absorption value for 316 L stainless steel
powder, and found that higher ratios of the beam size to the particles
size increase the chance for multiple reflections and lead to higher
absorptivity.

The experimental evaluation of absorption through temperature
measurements is not easy since absorptivity depends on different fac-
tors such as laser intensity, angle of incidence, wavelength, tempera-
ture, surface chemistry (oxidation), surface roughness, and con-
tamination. As an example, for gold, various absorption models have
been considered [47,48]. Gold in the solid-state is known to be very
reflective in nature. While other metals like iron, palladium, aluminum,
and platinum show a relatively lower reflectivity of 60-70% at the in-
frared wavelength, copper, silver and gold show almost total reflectivity
[49]. Therefore, the surface reflects most of the incident laser energy,
and melting these metals by laser is difficult despite their low melting
point. However, when using powders, the finite penetration depth of
light inside the powder bed significantly increases the absorption
compared to the bulk solid state [13,41].

The selective laser melting of tin bronze (CuSn10) powder has been
studied in previous studies[50,51]. The first step of this work is to in-
vestigate optimum SLM processing conditions for bronze (CuSn8), i.e.
those leading to the lowest porosity content. A second step then consists
in transferring SLM parameterization results from CuSn8 to red gold
and 316 L steel, using an appropriate translation rule. In previous
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studies mentioned earlier, authors considered different states of the
material for the absorptivity values, i.e. bulk surface
([14,30,35,37,38,52,53], liquid surface [36], and vapor state [39]). In
our study, one important ingredient of the translation rule is the powder
absorptivity, which takes into account the chemical composition, sur-
face roughness, powder morphology, and size distribution [54]. For one
specific material, most of the thermophysical properties of the powder
particles mainly depend on their shape and size distributions, and on
their spatial arrangement. Their temperature evolution is actually very
small compared to their variation between powder, bulk solid and li-
quid state values; this means that room temperature measurements are
meaningful even if processing also operates at higher temperatures. For
instance, the powder thermal conductivity variation between room
temperature and the sintering temperature with temperature is more
than 100 times lower than the change from the powder to the bulk solid
and the liquid state [55–57]. In the same way, the powder absorptivity
evolution over the same temperature interval is negligible compared to
the difference associated to the transformation into bulk solid or liquid
state [58,59].

The proposed translation rule is finally validated by SLM experi-
ments on red gold and 316 L steel, and justified through finite element
simulations using different values of absorptivity for the liquid, bulk
solid and powders, while considering a finite optical penetration depth
of the laser in the powder bed. The optimal condition acquired from the
model is defined based on the density and porosity content of the
samples. The generality of the approach is verified by considering a
different laser spot size when printing 316 L steel samples.

2. Experimental

2.1. Manufacturing process

Commercially gas-atomized bronze CuSn8 (92 wt.% Cu, 8 wt.% Sn)
and 18-carat red gold (75 wt.% Au, 20.5 wt.% Cu, 4.5 wt.% Ag) pow-
ders provided by Heraeus Group were used in this study. 316 L steel
samples were printed with gas-atomized powder (12 wt.% Ni, 17 wt.%
Cr, 2.5 wt.% Mo, 2.3 wt.% Si, 1.0 wt.% Mn, 0.03 wt.% C) provided by
Oerlikon. The received powder particles had a spherical shape with
some small porosity and very fine rare satellite particles (Fig. 1). The
powder particle size distributions and their relative densities are listed
in Table 1. The relative density of the powder bed was measured using
the Powder Tester HOSOKAWA MICRON CORPORATION machine
(supplementary section S1).

SLM experiments used an in-house machine (Fig. 2), intended for
research activities [60], and designed for operating with only a few
dozen grams of powder. It is equipped with a 500W fiber SPI laser, with
a wavelength of 1070 nm and with the possibility to use two different
laser spot sizes (65 μm and 85 μm). Optimization of SLM parameters
was done under a nitrogen atmosphere, with oxygen content controlled
below 200 ppm throughout the process.

2.2. Optical properties measurements

Powder and bulk material absorptivities of the different materials
were measured for wavelengths from 900 to 1200 nm with a Perkin
Elmer Lambda900 spectrophotometer. For the powder particles, the
measurements were done in both transmission and reflection modes.
Fig. 3 indicates different phenomena occurring during the optical
measurement of the powder layer with the spectrophotometer. The
measured layer thickness of the powder is around 40 μm, which cor-
responds well to the SLM layer thickness in our experiments. The
measured reflectivity and transmitivity of the powder bed are named R
and T, respectively.

The amount of light (per unit area of the top surface) penetrating
inside the powder layer is equal to:

− = − =I I (1 R) I α I0 r 0 p 0 (4)

Where I0 is the intensity of the light on the top surface, Ir is the intensity
of the reflected light, and αp is the total powder absorptivity. A part of the
penetrating light in the powder bed is absorbed within the powder layer
(I )abs and the remaining part is transmitted at the other side of the layer
(I )t . We can then define the powder layer absorptivity (α _ )p layer by:

= − − = − − = αI I I I (1 R T)I _ Ip layerabs 0 r t 0 0 (5)

One could object that, during the SLM process, the fraction of light
reaching the bottom side of the layer will be either absorbed or back-
reflected by the substrate or the previously solidified layers. However,
due to the surface roughness induced by SLM processing which reduces
reflectivity, and the fact that back-reflections go in all directions
[61,62], we assume that the amount of light really contributing to the
local heating of the powder layer under the laser spot is closer to α _p layer
than αp. Such an assumption would require proper simulations at the
right scale to be validated [63,64].

The optical penetration depth in the powder bed is calculated from
the spectrophotometer measurements. In a homogeneous medium, the
radiation intensity perpendicular to the medium surface decays ac-
cording to the Beer-Lambert law [49]. The intensity of the transmitted
radiation (I )t at a distance L from the material layer top surface (Fig. 3)
is then:

= = −I I T α I et 0 p 0
L
δ (6)

Where L is the layer thickness, and δ the optical penetration depth
defined as the depth at which the beam intensity falls to 1/e of the top
surface value. In other words, α Ip 0 indicates the amount of light en-

tering the powder layer and −e
L
δ the intensity decay at distance L from

Fig. 1. SEM images of the A) 18-carat red gold, B) bronze, and C) 316 L gas atomized powders morphologies.

Table 1
Bronze, red-gold, and 316 L powders particles details.

D10 (μm) D50 (μm) D90 (μm) Relative density %

Bronze 20.11 31.11 44.25 59.7
Red-gold 13.77 26.63 40.84 54.8
316 L 18.24 30.04 45.65 55.3
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the top surface. With the same approach as Equation (6), the amount of
absorbed intensity inside the powder bed (Iabs) will be:

= − −I α I (1 e )abs p 0
L
δ (7)

Which then defines the relation between αp and α _p layer :

=
−

=
−− −

α
α I

I (1 e )

_

(1 e )
p layer

p
abs

0
L
δ

L
δ (8)

For red gold powders, the effect of a heat treatment was also con-
sidered such as to quantify the change of absorptivity related to oxi-
dation of the powder particles surface [65]. The oxide formation is in
fact used in several studies to increase absorptivity and reduce the
porosity content in the final part [12,66]. In this study, the chosen heat
treatment was four hours at 200 °C.

2.3. Samples characterization

2D optical microscopy analysis was conducted using a Leica
DM6000M microscope to evaluate the distribution of pores within the
SLM samples, and measure the melt pool geometries. The samples were
ground using a SiC paper up to 2500 grit size and then polished with a
suspension of alumina particles until 0.25 μm. For each sample, three
different parallel sections (5×5mm) were evaluated at a magnifica-
tion of 10× . The stitching of the figures was done using the software
tool of the Leica microscope. To characterize the melt pools, bronze
samples were etched with a H2O + 25ml NH3 + 5ml H2O2 solution,
and red gold samples with a cyanide-based solution. Diluted Aqua regia
solution (75ml HCl+ 25ml HNO3+ 100ml H2O) was used to char-
acterize the melt pool of the 316 L printed samples. The porosity dis-
tribution was characterized by 2D image analysis of the three me-
tallographic cross-sections, using the ImageJ software with a plugin
[30], and the values are reported with a fractional uncertainty of
maximum 0.08%.

2.4. Finite element simulations

A dedicated finite element simulation software has been developed
for the modeling of the SLM process [67]. In this code, the powder bed
is considered as a homogeneous medium, which has effective properties
(absorptivity, thermal conductivity, optical penetration depth, density).

The mesh in the parallelepiped computation domain Ω (the powder
bed and its surrounding) is illustrated in Fig. 4. Five different zones can
be distinguished based on the (isotropic) mesh size; mesh adaptation
follows the laser scanning direction such as to keep the laser spot at the
center of the most refined zone. The mesh extends in the z-direction by
extrusion of the 2D mesh shown in Fig. 4. The elements in the coarse
and fine mesh are tetrahedra and orthogonal prisms, respectively [68].
The elements sizes are determined based on the heat source spatial
distribution and considering the needed accuracy for the computation
of thermal conduction within the powder and at the interface between
the powder and the bulk solid or liquid.

Different optical properties are considered for the solid, liquid and
powder states. The light penetration inside the powder bed is defined
by Equation (6). Generally, for bulk metals, the light penetration depth
δ is very small (in the order of tens of nanometers) [69]; therefore, a
surface heat source is used when dealing with the liquid or the bulk
solid. However, for powders particles with sizes in the range 10-40 μ m,
the penetration depth δ is of the order of several powder particle dia-
meters [70]. Therefore, in the SLM process for which the powder bed
thickness is lower than a hundred microns, the effect of the penetration
depth in energy deposition is certainly not negligible [43]. For this
reason, the laser heat source is modeled, in the powder bed, as a vo-
lumetric source.

In the finite element code, the temperature T and the enthalpy per
unit mass u result from the heat transfer in Ω. The evolution of u fol-
lows from the heat diffusion equation, with appropriate boundary and
initial conditions (Eqs. (9)–(11)):

Fig. 2. A) In-house SLM machine, B) printing plate, powder deposition, and gas flow system, and C) example of printed bronze samples.

Fig. 3. Schematic view of beam reflection, transmission, and absorption inside the powder bed during the optical properties measurement with the spectro-
photometer.
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∂
∂

− ∇ ∇ =ρ u
t

(K T) F, in Ω (9)

∂
∂

= − + ∂K T
n

κ(T T) f, on Ω0 (10)

= =u u , in Ω, for t 00 (11)

Where K is the effective thermal conductivity, ρ the density, κ the
thermal exchange coefficient between the domain and the environment
(at a temperature T0), F a volumetric heat source and f a surface heat
source. ∂

∂
T
n
is the normal outward derivative of the temperature on the

surface boundary of the computational domain ∂Ω. The temperature T
is linked to the enthalpy per unit mass u by an algebraic equation:

=T β(u) (12)

where β is a non-decreasing real-valued function of the real variable u.
In our program, the function β is constructed according to the in-
formation on the heat capacity of the material and on the latent heats of
its phase changes[71].

All material properties used in the numerical simulations are sum-
marized in Tables 2 and 3. For all three materials, evolutions of prop-
erties with temperature are taken from the references listed in Table 3.
For bronze and red gold alloy, due to a lack of experimental thermo-
physical property data, fewer data points are available, compared to
316 L. The computations considered the stabilized melt pool size (i.e. in
quasi-steady state). The thermal conductivity of the powder particles is
set two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the bulk solid state,
due to the air gap between particles.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Optimization of SLM parameters

Bronze samples (5×5×3mm) with different SLM parameters
were printed. The analysis of samples is conducted to evaluate the
distribution of pores within cross-sections. The selected optimal para-
meters, for a laser spot diameter of 85 μm, were a power of 250W, a
scanning speed of 200mm/s, a hatching distance of 150 μm and a layer

thickness of 40 μm, leading to a relative density of 99.87%. Fig. 5-A
illustrates a cross-section of one printed bronze sample with optimized
parameters. Using the exact same parameters for the red gold sample
gave a highly porous material (Fig. 5-B, 93% relative density), which
clearly indicates the need for a translation rule.

3.2. Derivation of a translation rule from one material to another

Equation (2) is now rewritten with effective parameters taking into
account the different states of the material involved in SLM (powder,
liquid and bulk). ΔH̄ j is the normalized enthalpy of the material j (in
this work: bronze(B), red-gold(G), or 316 L steel(S)) as a function of the
processing conditions. Equations (13) and (14) express the normalized
enthalpy ΔH̄ j, and the normalized melt pool depth d:

= < >

=
+ < >

ΔH̄ α . M . P
ω V

with M 1
ρ(CΔT L ) π D

j j j
3

j

m (13)

=d d
ω (14)

Where < >α j is the effective absorptivity value of material j during the
SLM process, and Mj contains all the other properties of the material as
defined in section 1. < >D is the effective diffusivity of the material.
During the SLM process operating in the conduction mode, the laser
interacts with both the powder and liquid phases and therefore, con-
sidering Equation (8), the incident power P0 is distributed between the
liquid and powder phases according to:

< > = + =

−

+
⎜ ⎟−⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

α
α . P α P α P

_

(1 e )

. P α . Pp layer
j

j
0 p

j
p l

j
l p l

j
l

Lj

δ j
(15)

Where αp
j and αl

j are the powder and liquid absorptivities of material j,
respectively, and Pp and Pl are the amount of incident power interacting
with powder and liquid phases, respectively. From Equation (15), the
effective absorptivity value is then:

< > =

−

+
⎜ ⎟−⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

α
α

_ . P

(1 e ). P

α P
P

p layer
j

j p

0

l
j

l

0Lj

δ j (16)

If we define P
P

p

0
as the fraction fp of the incident laser power inter-

acting with the powder particles, and P
P

l
0
as the fraction fl = −1 fp in-

teracting with the liquid phase, we have:

Fig. 4. Top view of the non-conformal mesh used in
finite element simulations of the SLM process. Five
different zones are defined inside the moving mesh
(indicated by the yellow box), which follows the laser
scanning during the simulation. The laser scanning
plane is the (x, y) plane.. The maximum areas (mm2) of
the elements in the (x, y) plane are, 0.00000625,
0.000025, 0.0001, 0.0004, and 0.0016, for zones 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Table 2
Optical properties of bronze, red gold, heat-treated red gold and 316 L steel in
the different states (solid (s), liquid (l), and powder (p)), at 1070 nm wave-
length.

αs% αl% _αp layer% δ (μm)

Bronze 11.05 11 44.27 27.30
Red Gold 10.8 10 20.82 (27.91)a 53.82(49.98)a

316 L 29.05 20[80] 52.59 25.81

a Thermally treated red gold powder.
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l p layer
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p layer
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j
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Lj

δ j
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δ j

(17)

Where Gj is a material-dependent value.
Table 2 summarizes absorptivity values for different materials and

different physical states. The absorptivity values were obtained from
spectrophotometer measurements on a powder layer (α _p layer, see
Fig. 3) or a polished bulk solid (αs). All measurements were done at
room temperature, as discussed in section 1. In the infrared range, the
red gold powder absorptivity increased after heat treatment by about
8%; however, it was still significantly lower than the bronze value. The
reported optical properties of the liquid phases in Table 2 are taken
from literature considering pure gold and pure copper [72,73] (ap-
proximating red gold and bronze, respectively). All other material
parameters are given in Table 3. Due to the lack of available thermo-
physical properties for liquid bronze and red gold, a few quantities were
taken identical for the solid and the liquid.

In Table 2, liquid absorptivities are all significantly lower than the
corresponding powder absorptivities, which gives an increased weight
of the powder over the liquid when computing normalized enthalpies.
Equation (13) describes the energy balance between the input energy of
the laser source and the dissipation of the energy due to thermal losses.
The thermal losses are mainly classified in radiation, vaporization and
splattering, convection, and conduction losses [74]. From the experi-
mental measurements and theoretical computations, the primary heat
dissipation mechanism is conduction through the bulk solid phase
[75,76]. Consequently, as a first approximation (i) we choose the
thermal diffusivity of the solid phase (D )s in Equation (13), instead of
the effective diffusivity < >D , to describe the dissipation of the energy.

The input energy can be divided into the light absorbed by the melt
pool, the powder bed, and at higher energies, by vapor plumes and
plasma produced by the melt pool. In additive manufacturing, laser
powers used for melting of the powder layer are in general lower than
in welding applications, mainly to prevent porosities created by the
keyhole regime. The absorbed laser light in vapor and plasma during
low-power laser welding is around 15%, as discussed by R. Miller et.al
[77]. In the SLM process, the conduction mode leads to minimal va-
porization; thus, the majority of the energy is absorbed by the melt pool
and the powder bed. The melt pool lifetime is directly proportional to
the process parameters and thermal diffusivity [78,79]. For highly
conductive materials such as bronze and gold, it is even shorter than for
convention materials. Part of the heat absorbed by the melt pool is
transferred to the surrounding material, but very little to the powders,
due to their low thermal conductivity. Consequently, the energy used to
melt the powder is essentially the one directly absorbed by multiple
scattering of the laser beam coming on the powder bed. Since the exact
value of < >α j is not easily measurable as the laser interacts with dif-
ferent material states in unknown proportions, as a second approx-
imation (ii), we consider that in Equation (17), Gj is material insensitive,
so that only the powder layer component α _p layer

j of the effective ab-
sorptivity is important when comparing different materials.

The combination of approximations (i) and (ii) finally leads to:

≈

=
+

αΔH̄ . M . P
ω V

with M 1
ρ(CΔT L ) πD

_p
jj j

3

j

m s

layer

(18)

Both approximations (i) and (ii) will be validated further in this
paper by finite element simulations (section 3.4). Fig. 6 is a schematic
view of the SLM process and summarizes the assumptions which are
considered to derive the translation rule below.

The optimal normalized enthalpy value (ΔHopt
¯

) in Equation (18),

Table 3
Physical properties of solid (room temperature) /liquid (melting point) bronze, red gold, and 316 L steel.

Density (kg/m3) Thermal diffusivity (m2/s) Specific heat (J/kg.K) Melting/Boiling point point (K) Latent heat of fusion/evaporation (kJ/kg)

Bronze solid 8800[81] 1.8× 10-5[82] 371[83] 1163[83] 180[84]
Bronze Liquid 8800a 1.8× 10-5 a 371a 2573[85] 1800
Red gold solid 15100[86] 2.1× 10-5 193[87] 1183[86] 62
Red gold liquid 15100a 2.1× 10-5 a 193a 3370[85] 620
316 L solid 7900[88] 3.5× 10-6[88] 490[88] 1640[88] 260[88]
316 L liquid 6920[88] 3.84×10-6[88] 770[88] 3090[88] 7450[89]

a Same value for solid and liquid.

Fig. 5. Optical micrographs (X-Y plane) of the A) optimized bronze sample, and B) manufactured red gold sample with the parameters used to obtain an optimized
bronze sample in figure A).
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based on the powder absorptivity values of bronze or any other alloy A,
α _p layer

B and α _p layer
A respectively, is:

⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟

≈ ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

ΔH̄ α _ . M . P
ω V

α _ . M . P
ω V

opt
p layer
B B

3
B

opt

p layer
A A

3
A

opt

(19)

From equation (19), the translation rule (20) follows, defining the
optimal alloy A processing conditions:

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= ⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
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P
ω V

α _
α _

. P
ω V

. M
M

,
3

A

opt
p layer
B

p layer
A 3

B

opt B

A
(20)

where ( )P

ω V B

opt

3
and ( )P

ω V A

opt

3
represent the optimal SLM laser power

and scanning speed for bronze and alloy A, respectively. Differences in
laser spot size ω can also be accounted for.

3.3. Applying the translation rule to red gold and 316 L

Normalized melt pool depths have been measured for the different
investigated materials. Fig. 7 shows the d(ΔH̄) curve of the normalized
melt pool vs the normalized enthalpy for bronze samples, considering
only the powder layer contribution to ΔH̄ according to (18). Fig. 7
captures well the transition between conduction and keyhole regimes,
indicated by a significant change of the curve slope.

Translated parameters for printing red gold and 316 L steel samples
are listed in Table 4. They were determined by changing the laser
power and speed such as to satisfy Equation (20). Only small adjust-
ments were performed afterwards, leading to the optimum points for
red gold and 316 L represented by the green square and orange triangle
in Fig. 7. It is underlined that 316 L steel was printed with a different
laser spot size ω (65 μm instead of 85 μm), which explains the different
hatching distance in Table 4, and also tests the generality of the
translation rule. The hatching distance for the 316 L steel sample has
been chosen such as to keep about the same ratio between the beam
diameter and the hatching distance as the one used for bronze.

The analysis of microstructures confirms the very low porosity
content in both red gold and 316 L steel samples (Figs. 8 and 9). These
results show major improvements in printing gold alloy samples with a
high relative density, compared to previous studies where the authors
had to change the alloy composition to print samples with a reasonable
density [11]. The porosity content for the thermally treated red gold
powder sample is more than for the untreated powder sample, which is
attributed to the presence of oxide, known to promote porosity for-
mation, and its stabilization and growth [90].

The optimal normalized enthalpy (ΔH̄), normalized melt pool depth
(d), and relative densities values for bronze, red gold, and 316 L sam-
ples are summarized in Fig. 9. Process parameters slightly on the right
of the optimal zone would bring closer to the onset of the keyhole
mode, and, on the other hand, using parameters on the left side of the
optimal point would decrease the melt pool size and increase the por-
osity content (see supplementary section S2). However, samples printed
with process parameters close to the optimal zone always keep high
relative densities compared to those with very different ΔH̄ values. This
is in fact the interesting feature of the proposed model, as printing
samples close to the reported optimal value guarantees low porosity
content. The outcome is important not only when dealing with precious
powders like gold, but also for any new material, for which the number
of trials and errors is reduced.

3.4. Finite element simulations

Finite element simulations of SLM were performed in order to check
the validity of the approximations made in the previous section: (i)
consider the bulk solid value for the thermal diffusivity in Equation
(18), and (ii) only consider the powder layer absorptivity in the
translation rule (20).

Fig. 10 shows the FEM simulated and experimental melt pool depth
values for printed bronze samples, using the optical and physical
parameters given in Tables 2 and 3. In the conduction mode, there is a
good agreement with experiments, when considering three phases
(powder, bulk solid, and melt) with different values of absorptivity and
thermal diffusivity. Using the bulk solid value for the diffusivity
(Table 3), the predicted melt pool sizes vary by less than 10%, which
reasonably validates the assumption (i) recalled above.

As the fluid flow and the keyhole formation mechanism are not
considered in the numerical model, the simulated melt pools depths in
the keyhole mode are, as expected, strongly underestimated. However,
since the optimal process zone corresponds to much lower normalized
enthalpies (conduction mode), such calculations are actually not
needed to validate our approximations (i) and (ii), and the resulting
translation rule.

Fig. 11 (A-B) indicates the temperature distributions predicted by
the finite element simulations applied to bronze and red gold, in steady-
state conditions (the liquid phase appears in yellow to red). The se-
lected SLM conditions are the identified optimal ones shown in Fig. 7
and detailed in Table 4. Thermal gradients look similar for both ma-
terials. However, the absolute values of temperatures are higher in red
gold. Fig. 11 (C-D) represent the laser intensity absorbed by the mate-
rial and show how it distributes between the powder and the liquid.
These results demonstrate a significant direct interaction between the
laser source and the powder bed during the manufacturing process,
besides the interaction with the melt pool. As described earlier, the

Fig. 6. Schematic view of the SLM process indicating energy coupling and heat transfer paths considering the different states of the material (solid, liquid, powder).
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penetration of the light into the depth of the powder bed is im-
plemented in the code such that the heat source term becomes volu-
metric [89]. This feature is of high importance when defining a layer
thickness ensuring metallurgical contact with the previously solidified
material. The amount of light absorbed at the front of the melt pool as
observed in the simulations influences the thermal interactions
strongly, and therefore the melt pool geometry.

The changes in the laser power and scanning speed described in
Table 4, using the translation rule, were based on approximations (i)
and (ii). Approximation (ii) can be further investigated with the present
simulations, looking at the interaction of the laser with both the powder
bed and the liquid, and computing their relative contributions to
thermal exchanges.

Fig. 12 indicates, in the steady-state, the fraction of the total ab-

sorbed power in bronze which goes to the powder bed (
< >

α . P

α . P
p
B p

B 0
), for

different normalized enthalpy values, while the complementary part is
being absorbed by the liquid. For small values of ΔH̄ (faster scanning
speed, lower laser power), the fraction absorbed by the powder is
higher, and we conclude that powder absorption dominates the process.
However, this regime leads to an increase in porosity content related to
lack of fusion. At larger values of ΔH̄, the relative density increases and
reaches its maximum at the near keyhole threshold, indicated by the
green point in Fig. 12. At this point, almost 26% of the power remains
absorbed by the powder bed. Larger values of ΔH̄ lead to keyhole for-
mation which cannot be modelled with the finite element model, as
already mentioned, which means that the computed fraction of ab-
sorbed power in the liquid is most likely underestimated. Again, this is
not an issue in practice, as we are only interested in the conduction

mode regime.
Fig. 13 indicates how the input power is distributed into the melt

pool and the powder bed, compared to the beam location. The absorbed
power is represented on the left part of the image, and the temperature
field is given on the right side (the liquid phase appears in yellow to
red). The beam spot size is superimposed (yellow circle), considering a
spot size definition at 1/e2 of the maximum intensity. With this defi-
nition, the laser beam mainly interacts with the liquid phase, however a
small part of the beam and the tails of the Gaussian distribution do
cover the powder bed as well, and this is particularly clear ahead of the
melt pool, where the absorbed power is increased due to the higher
absorptivity and penetration depth of the powder. These results are in
agreement with [36,46] where authors both numerically and experi-
mentally studied the total absorptivity evolution during the SLM pro-
cess. Their results indicate that the total absorptivity is dominated by
the powder bed at the beginning of the melting process, still allowing
multiple reflections to occur. Melting and wetting of the powder ma-
terial also result in a relatively flat surface and reduce the total ab-
sorptivity. Moreover, from [91], it is also found that in the conduction
mode, multiple reflections inside the powder bed occur in the front
head of the melt pool. We can therefore conclude that powders essen-
tially heat ahead of the melt pool due to light being directly absorbed
by the powder particles.

To understand better the applicability of the translation rule, the
ratio = 〈 〉G

_
j α

α

j

p layer
j is plotted in Fig. 14 as a function of the normalized

enthalpy, using the FEM calculated values of 〈 〉α j.
At very small values of ΔH̄, G tends to 1j since there is not enough

input energy to form a liquid phase, i.e. the laser only interacts with

Fig. 7. Normalized enthalpy of the printed bronze samples (Eq. (18)) versus the normalized melt pool depth. In green, the optimal conditions for the red gold sample.
In black, the optimal conditions for 316 L steel.

Table 4
Bronze optimized parameters and translated ones for two different red gold powders and 316 L steel.

Power(W) Speed(mm/s) Hatching distance(μm) Layer thickness(μm) ω mμ( )

Bronze 250 200 150 40 42.5
Untreated red gold 500 188 150 40 42.5
Thermally treated red gold 375 200 150 40 42.5
316 L 155 490 110 40 32.5
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powder particles. For increasing values of ΔH̄, the powder contribution
decreases. The Gj variation is systematically dominated by the higher
reflectivity of the liquid phase (regardless of the material) in compar-
ison to that of the powder bed.

We can notice that the value of Gj for different materials at different
ΔH̄ values are quite similar, so that we can consider this value to be
indeed material insensitive, especially when approaching the transition
between the conduction mode and the keyhole regime. This can be
summarized by the following equation (which is only valid for the
conduction mode):

⎜ ⎟
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ ≅ ⎛

⎝

〈 〉
〈 〉

⎞
⎠

α _
α _

α
α

p layer
B

p layer
A

B

A
(21)

These results clearly validate the second approximation (ii) in the
translation rule, i.e. the material insensitivity of the Gj value in
Equation (17).

For the three materials covered in this study, Gj values at the op-
timal condition vary in the range 0.30-0.38. Considering typical layer
thicknesses values used in the SLM process [92], optical penetration
depths in the powder bed, and different values for liquid and powder
absorptivities, it is possible to identify, from Equation (17), ranges of

values for L
δ
and α

α
l
j

p
j which result in similar Gj values :

< <

< <

⎫

⎬
⎪

⎭
⎪

→ < <

0.1 L
δ

3.5

0.1
α
α

0.4
0.30 G 0.38

l
j

p
j

j

(22)

Any material for which relations (22) are satisfied should, in prin-
ciple, be suitable for optimizing the SLM conditions through the
translation rule. The supplementary section S3 gives additional details
concerning the optical properties measured for powder and bulk ma-
terials investigated in this work.

Fig. 8. Micrographs of the printed red gold samples and 316 L steel with translated parameters from bronze, A) untreated red gold, B) thermally treated red gold, and
C) 316 L steel.

Fig. 9. a) Micrographs showing the melt pool geometry (Note: the vertical arrow indicates the build-up direction) b) Normalized enthalpy, normalized melt pool
values, and relative densities of bronze, red gold, and 316 L samples printed using the translation rule.

Fig. 10. Experimental and simulated melt pool depth values for printed bronze
samples.
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In summary, it is here demonstrated that the proposed translation
rule can predict optimal process parameters for a large range of mate-
rials, using a simple powder layer absorptivity measurement performed
at room temperature.

The validity of the translation rule is related to the importance of
the powder absorptivity ahead of the melt pool, when operating in the
conduction mode. Light penetrates deeply into the powder bed and

largely influences the overall thermal behavior of the melt pool. The
story completely changes when entering the keyhole regime, as the
complex melt pool geometry then starts absorbing most of the incident
light and consequently removes the effect of the powder absorptivity
[93,94].

4. Summary

In this study, a model has been developed to translate optimized
SLM process parameters from one material to another, based on one
simple measurement of powder absorptivity at room temperature. It has
been applied to bronze, red gold and 316 L stainless steel, and validated
experimentally. Finite element simulations considering variable ab-
sorptivities and thermal properties for different materials and states
justify the translation rule and its generality. The following conclusions
can be drawn:

(1) SLM process parameters for bronze have been optimized to
achieve a high relative density of 99.87 %. The optimized parameters
correspond to the transition zone between conduction and keyhole
modes, and are conveniently identified by plotting the normalized melt
pool depth versus the normalized enthalpy of the material.

(2) The bronze optimized parameters have been translated to red
gold and 316 L steel, based on the difference in materials thermal
properties and measured powder absorptivity. 2D image analysis of
metallographic cross-sections show samples with excellent quality, and
a porosity content equivalent to the bronze one. To the authors’
knowledge, the amount of porosity results is the highest relative density
(99.81%) achieved for an additively manufactured 18-carat gold alloy,
when using an infrared laser.

(3) The temperature field and the laser power absorbed by the
material during the SLM process have been numerically calculated
using an in house finite element code. The simulation results indicate

Fig. 11. Simulation results of the SLM process for bronze and red gold, in optimal conditions. (A-B) temperature field in bronze and red gold (°C), respectively, (C-D)
laser absorbed intensity (W/mm2) for bronze and red gold, respectively.

Fig. 12. Simulated fraction of the total absorbed power in bronze going to the
powder bed, after melt pool stabilization. The optimal processing condition
(highest relative density) is highlighted in green. The dashed line corresponds
to the keyhole regime, whose mechanism is not modeled, and is therefore only
an extrapolation.
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the importance of the powder absorptivity and light penetration inside
the powder bed. Furthermore, the effective absorptivity of the material
is following the same trend as the powder layer absorptivity, for dif-
ferent values of the normalized enthalpy, in the conduction mode.
These results demonstrate that using the room temperature powder
layer absorptivity for translating parameters from one material to an-
other in SLM is valid.

(4) The generality of the translation rule has been checked by

considering three different materials and two different laser spot sizes.
Further studies are ongoing in order to check the sensitivity of the

model to ΔH̄ variations for different materials. The proposed translation
rule will be further investigated by looking at the sample size and at
geometrical effects. In addition, an improvement in the finite element
formulation will consider the light propagation in all three directions,
as the current model only considers a propagation along the depth (z)
direction. 3D propagation could be based on ray tracing models
[63,64].

The proposed translation rule does not take into account all details
of the SLM process (and many are important); however, it was de-
monstrated to be a powerful approach to translate the optimal para-
meters from one material to another, using straightforward measure-
ments.
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